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I. Introduction 

Missing values make it difficult for analysts to perform data analysis. Three types of problems are usually 

associated with missing values;1.loss of efficiency 2.complications in handling and analyzing the data 3. bias 

resulting from differences between missing and complete data.The simplest way of dealing with missing values 

is to discard the entries that contain the missing values. This method is only practical when the data contain 

relatively small number of entries with missing values and when analysis of the complete entries will not lead to 

serious bias during the inference. Another approach is to convert the missing values into a new value, but such 

simplistic method was shown to lead to serious inference problems. On the other hand, if a significant number 

of entries contain missing values for relatively small number of attributes, it may be beneficial to perform 

imputation (filling-in) of the missing values.  

There exist three different mechanism of missing data induction.  

1. Missing completely at random (MCAR), when the distribution of an example having a missing value for an 

attribute does not depend on either the observed data or the missing data.  

2. Missing at random (MAR), when the distribution of an example having a missing value for an attribute 

depends on the observed data, but does not depend on the missing data.  

3. Not missing at random (NMAR), when the distribution of an example having a missing value for an attribute 

depends on the missing values.  

In case of the MCAR mode, the assumption is that the distributions of missing and complete data are the same, 

while for MAR mode they are different, and the missing data can be predicted by using the complete data. 

 

II. Multiple Imputation 

Multiple imputation involves imputing m values for each missing item and creating m completed data 

sets.Across these completed data sets, the observed valuesare the same, but the missing values are filled in 

withdifferent imputations to reflect uncertainty levels. Thatis, for missing cells the model predicts well, 

variationacross the imputations is small; for other cases, thevariation may be larger, or asymmetric, to 

reflectwhatever knowledge and level of certainty is availableabout the missing information. Analysts can then 

convenientlyapply the statistical method they would haveused if there were no missing values to each of the 

mdata sets, and use a simple procedure that we nowdescribe to combine the m results.Multiple imputation  

appears to be one of the most attractive methods for general purposehandling of missing data in multivariate 

analysis. The steps to be followed in Multiple Imputation are: 

1. Impute missing values using an appropriate model that incorporates random variation. 

2. Do this M times , producing M “complete” data sets. 

3. Perform the desired analysis on each data set using standard complete-data methods. 

Abstract: Many existing, industrial and research data sets contain Missing Values. They are introduced due 

to various reasons, such as manual data entry procedures, equipment errors and incorrect measurements. 

Hence, it is usual to find missing data in most of the information sources used. The detection of incomplete 

data is easy in most cases, looking for Null values in a data set. However, this is not always true, since 

Missing Values can appear with the form of outliers or even out of boundaries data.Missing data 

treatmentshould be carefully thought, otherwise bias might be introduced into the knowledgeinduced. 

Imputation is a term that denotes a procedure thatreplaces the missing values in a data set by some plausible 

values.We will center our attention on the use of multiple imputation. Multipleimputation procedure replaces 

each missing value with aset of plausible values that represent the uncertainty aboutthe right value to 

impute. These multiply imputed data setsare then analyzed by using standard procedures for completedata 

and combining the results from these analyses.This paper reviews methods for analyzing missing 

data,including basic concepts and applications of multiple  imputation techniques. 
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4. Average the values of the parameter estimates across the M samples to produce a single point estimate. 

5. Calculate the standard errors by (a) averaging the squared standard errors of the Mestimates (b) calculating 

the variance of the M parameter estimates across samples, and(c) combining the two quantities. 

 

III. Features of Multiple Imputation 

 Introducing appropriate random error into the imputation process makes it possible to getapproximately 

unbiased estimates of all parameters. No deterministic imputation methodcan do this in general 

settings. 

 Repeated imputation allows one to get good estimates of the standard errors. Singleimputation methods 

don’t allow for the additional error introduced by imputation. 

 MI can be used with any kind of data and any kind of analysis without specialized software. 

Certain requirements must be met for Multiple Imputation to have these desirable properties. First, the data must 

be missing at random (MAR), meaning that the probability of missing data on a particular variable Y can 

depend on other observed variables, but not on Y itself. Second, the model used to generate the imputed values 

must be “correct” in some sense. Third, the model used for the analysis must match up, in some sense, with the 

model used in the imputation. 

 

IV. Missing at random 

Often data are not missing completelyat random, but they may be classifiable as missing at random (MAR). For 

data to be missing completelyat random, the probability that Xiis missing is unrelated to the value of Xior other 

variables in the analysis. But the data can be considered as missing at random if the data meet the requirement 

that missingness does not depend on the value of Xiafter controlling for another variable.For example, people 

who are depressed might be less inclined to report their income, and thus reported income will be related to 

depression. Depressed people might also have a lower income in general, and thus when we have a high rate of 

missing data among depressed individuals, the existing mean income might be lower than it would be without 

missing data. However, if, within depressed patients the probability of reported income was unrelated to income 

level, then the data would be considered MAR, though not MCAR. Another way of saying this is to say that to 

the extent that missingness is correlated with other variables that are included in the analysis, the data are MAR. 

We tend to think of randomness as not producing bias, and thus might well think that Missing at Random is not 

a problem. Unfortunately it is a problem, although in this case we have ways of dealing with the issue so as to 

produce meaningful and relatively unbiased estimates. But just because a variable is MAR does not mean that 

we can just forget about the problem. But nor does it mean that we have to throw up your hands and declare that 

there is nothing to be done. The situation in which the data are at least MAR is sometimes referred to as 

ignorable missingness.  

 

V. Why do we choose Multiple Imputation? 

Multiple imputations are an attractive choice as a solution to missing data problems because it represents agood 

balance between quality of results and ease of use. The performance of multiple imputations in a variety 

ofmissing data situations has been well studied and it has been shown to perform favourably. 

Multipleimputations introduced appropriate random error into the imputation process makes it possible to 

getapproximately unbiased estimates of all parameters. There is no deterministic imputation method can do this 

ingeneral settings. Further, multiple imputation has been shown to be robust to departures from 

normalityassumptions and provides adequate results in the presence of low sample size or high rates of missing 

data. 

Undoubtedly, certain requirements must be met for multiple imputations to meet these desirable properties. 

First, the data must be missing at random (MAR) meaning that the missing data are dependent on theobserved 

variables not the missing observations. Secondly, the selection of model used to generate the imputedvalues 

must be well suited with the subsequent analysis so that it can conserve the associations among variablesthat 

will be the focus of later analysis. Thirdly, the model used for the analysis must agree with the model usedin the 

imputation.  

The application of multiple imputations were known to be superior compared to singleimputation as long as the 

missing data mechanism is MAR. However, the battle of adopting multipleimputations lies in designing a 

suitable method to perform the imputations. As most of imputations areexecuted using software, the awareness 

of the perfect prediction problem is essential in order to reducesystematically error. 

As for multiple imputations, most of the researches in health, environment and mining fields were fairlyagreed 

that it is a superior method.For the time being, multiple imputations are the favourable method because of the 

accountability ofcovering the uncertainty surrounding the real data or in the simpler words, it reduces bias 

between observed andunobserved data. Furthermore, the availability of multiple imputations application for 

filling the missing valuesin statistical packages increases the favorability of this method. 
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VI. Multiple Imputation Concept 

Under MAR, the multiple imputation approach seeks to retain the advantages of ML estimates while also 

allowing the uncertainty caused by imputation, which is ignored in single imputation, to be incorporated into the 

completed-data analysis. It involves creating more than 1 set of replacements for the missing values based on 

plausible models for data, therefore generating multiple completed datasets for analysis. The statistical 

reasoning behind multiple imputation is that the observed-data likelihood can be approximated by the average of 

the completed-data likelihood over unknown missing values. That is, multiple imputation analysis that combines 

the likelihood-based analysis from each completed dataset is approximately equivalent to the analysis based on 

the observed-data likelihood, whereas the imputation uncertainty is reflected by the variation across the multiple 

completed datasets.  

 

VII. Creating Imputed Data Sets 

The first step in multiple imputation is to create values to be substituted for themissing data. In order to create 

imputed values, we need to identify some mode which will allow us to create imputes based on other variables 

in the data set. Since we need to do this multiple times to produce multiply-imputed datasets, we will identify a 

set of regression lines which are similar to but different from each other.We can think of these regression lines 

as presenting different versions of what the actualequation for the missing data might be – plausible, believable 

regression lines. Producing a fewbelievable versions of the data will allow us to average over these versions 

later, producing betterestimates. Our regression lines will need predictor variables to help preserve relationships 

in the data.These variables should be chosen either because they are correlated with the missing variable, 

thereason for missingness, or both. 

 

VIII. Analyzing Imputed Data Sets 

Once the imputed data sets have been created, the analysis of choice is conducted separately for each data set. 

This analysis can be any analysis you would perform if there were no missing data, in fact, analysis proceeds 

just like there were no missing data, except theanalysis is performed on each imputed data set. Point estimates 

and variances of these point estimateswill be collected from the analyses for combination in the next step.To 

illustrate, consider a very simple analysis which computes the overall mean of the national test.For each imputed 

data set, we will compute a separate mean and variance; these sets of estimates are thensaved so they can be 

combined to produce an overall estimate of the mean and an overall estimate of thestandard error. 

 

IX. Combining Analysis Results 

Once the analyses have been completed for each imputed data set, all that remains is to combinethese analyses 

to produce one overall set of estimates. Combining the estimates from the imputed datasets is done using rules. 

These rules allow the analyst to produce one overallset of estimates like that produced in a non-imputation 

analysis. 

X. Conclusion 

It is important to choose a good, inclusive imputation model. Missing data situations usually involve a 

combination ofaccessible and inaccessible mechanisms, and the analyst’s aim is to account for as much of the 

accessiblemechanism as possible. Thus, the analyst would likely identify an imputation model with more 

variables,possibly using interactions, and would invest time in deciding which variables were best for this 

model. Multiple Imputation totally helps us to fill the missing values correctly and accurately. 
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